
from the  derivedComplete the following sentences with the suitable words 

words in the box below and write the answer down in your ANSWER 

BOOKLET. 

1. On the tiny island of Arran in Scotland, the local people are bringing back an 

ancient ………………….. 
( tradition , traditional , traditionally ) 

2. When do you …………………….to receive your test results . 
( expectancy , expectantly , expect) 

3. My father bought our house with an ………………. from his grandfather.  
(inherit ,  inheritance ) 

4. Who was the most ………………… writer of the twentieth century?                            
(                              (  influence  ,   influential ,   influentially ) 

5. Thank you for your help, I really ………………………… it. 
( appreciation  ,  appreciate) 

6. We went to a concert yesterday. The music was written by a new young 

composer, so it was ……………………………………... 
(  contemporisation  ,   contemporary  ) 

7. King Hussein was a ………………… world figure in the twentieth century.  

( mortality   ,   mortal    ,   mortally ) 

8. Ali has done a ………………….. and decided that he can buy his mother the 
larger bunch of flowers . 

( calculate , calculation  ,  calculative   ) 

9. There is an interesting new video ………………… at the gallery in the city.  
( install  ,  installation   ,  ) 

10. Jordan’s infant …………………….. rates declined more rapidly than 
anywhere else in the world. 

(mortality   ,   mortal    ,   mortally ) 

11. ………………… man proposes to a woman, not the other way round. 

( Traditional - Tradition - Traditionally) 

12.  Photography and painting are two examples of the ………………... arts. 
( vision - visual - visually ) 

13. Many candy advertisements are usually presented in an ……………. Manner      
in the TV .                                                                                                                         
…………………… ( attract , attraction , attractive ) 



14. Markets have different types of food which are ……………… prepared from       
products.  

( artificial , artificially  , artifice) 

15. The …………………. system must be linked with the requirement of social       
     development for any country and economic.       

(educational  education  , , educate ) 

16.  Jordan has a ……………………… of being a friendly and welcoming 
country It is one of the safest places to visit in the Middle East .         

( repute  , reputation  , reputational ) 

17. The newly constructed project use recycled water which helps the…….of the 
environment  

(sustainability   , sustainable  ,   sustain ) 

18. Taha Hussein is one if the most …………….. writers of the twentieth century  
( influence  ,  influential , influentially ) 

19.  Imagination is the source of ………………………                                
( create , creation , creative ) 

20. Bank customers can …….. their checking accounts instantly through the 
electronic system  

( accessible ,  access ,  accessibility  ) 

21. Another way of saying that something could be successful is to say ti is 

………………….. 
(viable  ,  viably   ,   viability  ) 

22. Most doctors used to be ………………… about the validity of homoeopathy. 
( skeptical , skeptic , skeptically ) 

23. 20. Complementary medicine can never substitute for ………………. as it 
will not produce the antibodies. 

( immunization , immune , immunize ) 

24. Athletes with …………………… legs can take part in the Paralympics. 
( prosthetic, prosthesis , prosthetically ) 

25.  ……………………… plants are becoming a popular method of providing 
water for people living in areas that have little fresh water. 

( Desalinate , Desalination , Desalinated ) 

26.  There is a particular Bedouin style of weaving that buyers find very…..……. 
( attraction , attractive , attract ) 

 



27. Scholars have discovered an ………………………… document from the 
twelfth century. 

( origin , originally , original ) 

28. Adeeb rightly deserves his ………….…….. as one of the youngest inventors 
in the world. 

( repute , reputation , reputed ) 

29. Many people expect instant cures, and prefer to get a …………………………  
( prescribe , prescription , prescriptive ) 

30. Artists usually meet to discuss ideas and …………….. each other's work. 
                                       ( criticize  ,criticism  ,  critic )                                                                

31. Beethoven classified as a symbol of art, unfortunately he is not a……... artist.  

( contemporary    ,   contemporize    ) 

32. I think the hybrid car is the most important …………………. in this decade. 
( invent      ,   invention     ,  inventor   ) 

33. The Jordan Valley can…………….sufficient food for Jordan. 
(production, produce , productive) 

34. By some …………….s, the population in Jordan will reach 12 million soon. 
(calculate, calculation , calculated) 

35. It is widely believed that new technology is going to ……… everything we do 
in our life.  

(revolution, revolutionise, revolutional ) 

36. Farmers use …………. Fertilizers so that they can harvest their crops earlier. 
(artifice , artificial , artificially) 

37. The fast ……….... of cities can cause social and economic problems. 
(expand, expansion, expandable ) 

38. Some people are ………….to penicillin. It is very important to tell your 

doctor. 

(allergy, allergic, allergies) 

39. Most of the clinics of the Ministry of Health…………….children against 
many dangerous diseases.  

(inoculation, inoculate , inoculated) 

40. One of the options to solve shortage of water is the…………..of sea water. 
(desalinate, desalination, desalinated) 

41. Ibn Hiayan is................supposed to be the father of Chemistry.  
(tradition, traditional, traditionally) 



 
42.  The construction of a new dam is hoped that it will..............the area.  

(irrigation , irrigate) 
43. Al-Khwarizmi was a famous Arab.............. . 

(mathematics, mathematician, mathematical) 
44. Unemployment, which is increasing year after year, needs a ......... solution.  

(viability, viable, viably) 
45.  Eating wisely and taking regular exercise is very ……………. method of 

keeping fit and healthy. 
(rely, reliable , Reliance ) 

46.  In Japan, after-school courses are usually …………….. 
(option, optional, optionally) 

 
47. There are certain foods that can strengthen your………….system.  

(immunize, immunization, immune ) 
48. Computer hackers can ………… your computer’s hard drive and steal your 

personal information. 
(accessible , access, accessibly) 

49. Our company has a …………to good quality and excellent customer service. 
(commit, commitment, committed) 

50. Many people use herbs as a……………..for various simple diseases. 
(remedial, remedially, remedy ) 

51. Scientists are cautiously ………. about finding an effective cure for cancer in 
the near future.  

(optimism , optimistic, optimistically) 
52. We should use the mass media extensively to…………….about the danger of 

terrorism.  
(publicity, publicize, public ) 

53.  24. I didn’t trust the man. Indeed, I was very…………about his intentions.  
(skepticism, skeptical, skeptically) 

54. Salem is going to buy a new house after he has got a big………. .  
(inherit, inheritance, inherited) 

55.  ………….. medicine is a wide variety of health care practices that may be 
used along with standard medical treatment. 

(complement, Complementary, complementation ) 

 



56.  My grandfather was a very.................businessman.  
(  success, successful, successfully ) 

57. With your talents and knowledge, you have a good potential for................. 
( success, successful, successfully ) 

58. You can’t .................results before carrying out the experiment. 
(conclusion, conclude, Conclusive ) 

59. The detectives came to the.................that the criminal must have used a knife.  
(conclusion, conclude, Conclusive ) 

60. I think that you shouldn’t................. everything you read on the Internet. 
(belief, believe, believable, believablly) 

61.  There is a growing.................that the policies of the government won’t 
succeed. 

(belief, believe, believable, believablly) 
62. We are looking for an experienced.................to stop the bleeding in the child’s 

stomach. 
(surgeon, surgery, surgical) 

63. The .................of this programme is for young graduates who don’t have work 

experience.  
(intend, intention, intentional, intentionally) 

64. What do you.................to do after leaving school?  
(intend, intention, intentional, intentionally) 

65. Exercise is said to improve and regulate blood................. . 

(circulate, circulation, circulated) 

66. Basic education of ten years is .............in Jordan for all children.  

(compel, compulsion , compulsory) 

67. I have a terrible........... for names; it is so embarrassing.  
(memorise, memory, memorial) 

68. Walking can be obviously............to your health.  

(benefit, beneficially , beneficial) 

69. In Jordan , ................ is compulsory from age six to age sixteen. 

(educate, education, educational) 

70. Research has confirmed that brain............is a lifelong process. 

(develop, developed, development, developing) 

71. It is improbable to succeed without good planning and.............. .  

(organize, organization, organised) 

 



72. The police are still investigating to find out whether the killing was...............or 

not.  

(intention, intend, intentional) 

73. In Jordan, a lot of customers usually................. over prices. 

(negotiation, negotiate, negotiable) 

74. A good leader should be able to be flexible and.............with unexpected 

situations. 

(adapt, adaptation, adaptable) 

75. Rania is one of the most....................worker in the organisation. 

(ambition, ambitious, ambitiously) 

76. Mr. Ahmad is a very......................and hard-working teacher. 

(conscientious, conscience, conscientiously) 

77. Two letters of reference are................. in my application form.  

(enclosed , encloses, enclose) 

78. The boy wasn’t really.................about doing his homework last night.  

(enthusiasm, enthusiastic, enthusiastically) 

79. The negotiations between the two leaders was carried out through an..............  

(interpret, interpretation, interpreter) 

80. You can’t get a job in that corporation unless you have a good................. . 

(refer, reference, referential) 

81. Pollution is not a .............problem; on the contrary, it can affect the whole 

world. 

(region, regional, regionally) 

82. The main objective of our..................is to protect wild life in Jordan. 

(organise, organisation, organised) 

83. Students who are hard working and do much practice usually.............high 

scores on their tests.  

(achievement, achieve, achievable) 

84. Having good nutrition and physical activity on daily basis is important for 

brain.................. 

(develop, development, developed) 

85. You can.............on me to get the best offers in the market. 

(depend, dependence, dependent) 

86. . .............. is necessary for children to be able to memorise new vocabulary 

and grammar. 

(Repeat, Repetition, Repeatedly) 



87. Teachers consume a lot of time to...............their students’ homework and 

exams  

(correct, correction, correctly) 

88. Upon my doctor’s.................  I stopped drinking tea after having a meal.  

(recommend, recommendation, recommended) 

89. It is .................. important to plan your time for revision before exams.  

(particular, particularize, particularly) 

90. The new generations have little...................of their past history. 

(know, knowledge, knowledgeable) 

91. We should improve our products regularly because of the.................market. 

(compete, competition, competitive) 

92. Dr. Hassan is a............doctor. He has carried out very sensitive surgical 

operations. 

(competently, competence, competent) 

93. My father decided to go into................... despite the meager income.  

(teach, teacher, teaching) 

94. Special care should be given to..............children.  

(create, creation, creative) 

95. Scientists are looking for................ways to generate energy.  

(economy, economise, economical) 

96. We should help students to develop their ...............thinking. 

(criticise, criticism, critical) 

97. Before you can get an admission in any German university, your need to 

prove a good .............level in German.  

(proficiency, proficient, proficiently) 

98. The museum has an ............and amazing collection of modern art  

(extend, extension, extensive) 

99. Dr. Hassan was chosen to meet the French delegate as he could speak 

French........... .  

(fluent, fluency, fluently) 

100. I am so sorry that you felt offended; it was not .............. .  

(intend, intention, intentional) 

 

 

 

 



______________________________________________________________ 

ANSWER :  

Tradition          viable                 traditionally    belief             regional           

expect              skeptical          irrigate              surgeon        organization     

inheritance        immunization    mathematician      intention   achieve      

influential        prosthetic      viable             intend                develop                

appreciate         Desalinated    reliable      circulate            depend                

contemporary   attractive          optional             compulsory     Repetition        

mortal             original             immune                  memory      correct     

calculation        reputation        access        beneficial       recommendation   

install               prescription      commitment      education          particular      

mortality    criticize    remedy     development      knowledge     

Traditional       contemporary   optimistic         organised      competitive     

visual               invention           publicize                intentional     competent            

attractive          produce           skeptical         negotiate     teaching                 

artificially        calculation     inheritance     adaptable          creative       

educational    revolutionise     Complementary    ambitious          economy           

reputation         artificial           successful         conscientious    critical     

sustainability    expansion           success           enclosed      proficiency           

influential         allergic              conclude    enthusiastic      extensive               

creation             inoculate      conclusion           interpretation   fluently        

access     desalination     believe                    reference            intentional 
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